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Chimwemwe Chipidza Headed To The
World Monologue Games Global Finals
TAFADZWA MADZIKA

A few months ago Chimwemwe Chipidza entered the World Monologue Games as an amateur
and now 2 rounds of the competition later she's set to be among the few names competing in
the global finals. In the first round she made it as 1 of 9 from 650 who had entered the
competition and she jokingly pointed out she was finally part of the 1%. She's competing in the
amateur category which is 1 of 6 categories featured in the competition this year. The young
creative is also set to be part of MultiChoice Talent Factory's 2022 Academy Class.

In the regional finals Chimwemwe was competing in the Africa/Europe region of the amateur competition
against several others. Zimbabwe, South Africa and Kenya were the only African countries to have
representatives in the amateur regional finals this year.

Amateur Region Africa + Europe:
Amani Mwasera, Kenya - representing The Aria Conservatoire
Ann Brew Couto, United Kingdom
Ariene Lopes, Cape Verde
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Chimwemwe Chipidza, Zimbabwe
Elissa Dell'Aera, Italy
Esme Michaela, United Kingdom
Giorgia Cadel, Italy
Juanita Rabie, South Africa
Julie Kristensen, Denmark
Kevin Ford, United Kingdom
Marit Brink, Netherlands
Marizel van Jaarsveld, South Africa
Megan Smith, United Kingdom
Megan Phillips, United Kingdom
Naledi Ndhovu, South Africa - representing Figment School of Dramatic Arts
Parminder K. Bösch, Germany
Renae Williams, Jamaica
Sylvia Wanja, Kenya - representing The Aria Conservatoire

The World Monologue Games (WMG) sees thousands of performers from scores of countries
participate in an epic acting competition and virtual showcase. The key aim is to provide
entertainment and to pay as many performers as possible. There's going to be $5,000 awarded
to winning actors as prizes this year.

WMG is a global acting competition and virtual showcase, allowing professional and budding
actors from anywhere in the world to participate from their homes. WMG is split into three
phases: Qualifiers, Regional Livestreams and the Global Finals. It works with experienced
industry professionals from around the world: theatre and film experts, industry leaders,
accomplished creatives etc. 

Watch the World Monologue Games Africa + Europe regional finals below:
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